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MOSCOW
Considered by many as the Design Capital of Eastern Europe, Moscow is
indeed a beacon of quality and promise of today’s Design Industry. In fact,
Moscow and Russia’s recent Design History is indeed extraordinary with
many promising or already estabilished Interior Designers, Architects and
Product Designers entering the Design World and showcasing amazing
techniques and incredible projects!
Today, Moscow is, in fact, one of the best places to find the most spectacular
representations of Modern and Contemporary Design, but also some of the
world’s leading examples of luxury projects! In this Ebook we highlight
20 of the Most Impressive Interior Designers and Architects that work in
Moscow and have contributed these past years for the new and creative
status of Russia and it’s Capital on the Design Scene!
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ALEXANDRA FEDOROVA
“The most pleasant thing is to have satisfaction from the final result, when you
look at the beautiful photos and remember how long and accurate it was to
create all the details.” – Alexandra Fedorova

Born in Moscow, Alexandra Fedorova has an extensive
background in architecture, being quite the accomplished artist
in the field. Having worked in institutions, such as UB Design
Studio, SUE Moscow Research and Mosproekt 4, the gifted
architect and designer has managed her own architectural
bureau since 2004, getting specialised in designing residential
and public buildings as well as interiors
Best describing her philosophy as timeless, her bureau prides
itself on conceiving trendy and valuable settings and designs
that will still matter as time goes by. Independently of the type
of service, they always approach a work from an architectural
standpoint, as she explained, “We create living environments
for people in the form of volumetric and spatial compositions,
which may be supplemented by accessories, if and when
necessary, but the essence of the space remains the same.”
Ten years ago, the interior designer and architect started a
project that consisted of 15 topical houses in Pestovo, one
of the biggest suburban villages of Russia. In an attentiongrabbing tale, one of the houses was recently bought and the
owner had no prior knowledge that Alexandra had built it,
as he requested her expertise to work in the interiors. This
served as a major inspiration for the designer to return to an
old project as she created “some façade finishing and interior”
along with a smaller guest house placed nearby.
In order to have the best outcome, Fedorova believes that one
must pay close attention to every particularity of a project,
emphasising the importance of discovering the right architects
or designers. It is not an individual art form, it is rather
complex and lengthy, thus the designer gives a piece of advice
in not trying to do everything by oneself.
“We create living environments for people in the form
of volumetric and spatial compositions, which may be
supplemented by accessories, if and when necessary, but the
essence of the space remains the same.”

Credits by Alexandra Fedorova
Website: http://www.fedorova.ru/
Address: 119121, Moscow, Prechistenskaya embankment, building 15, building 2
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ANNA SAKHAROVA
“There is no singular style attached to Sakharova. As people usually say, the devil
is in the details and, if you pay close attention, you can see the contemporary side
popping up in the décor.” – Anna Sakharova

Russia is starting to become one of the world’s beacons
for interior design. Several talented interior designers and
architects have chosen to set their camps in the mighty
country. The history, tradition and classical architecture keep
inspiring young designers. Anna Sakharova is yet another
perfect example of it.
This uber talented designer never takes a day off. Well, at
least, a complete day off. Anna is so in love with her line of
work that even when she’s on vacations, on a day-off or even
at the weekend, her mind is constantly rumbling for the next
inspiration, her next design. Anna is the ultimate impersonation
of this line of work, her life lives and breaths design.
The bedrock of her projects Is always the complete
understanding between herself and the clients. After all, as
it is of the vox populi, the designer is nothing without the
client and Anna likes to take that relationship to the next
level. Full comprehension is of the utmost importance for her
work. It allows her to make the right decisions and to have a
more relaxed and creative approach to her work, which so well
represents her.
There is no singular style attached to Sakharova. As people
usually say, the devil is in the details and, if you pay close
attention, you can see the contemporary side popping up in the
décor. There are also modern accents in every project, with the
luxurious side being the common link amongst her portfolio.
Anna stated once that the right decision doesn’t exist. There
are only suitable solutions to every project which are created
in the moment. The job of the interior designer is to fulfil the
clients wishes with what seems right to them while constantly
taking chances. That’s what separates one sheep from the
herd, and that’s what makes Anna Sakharova unique: the
chances she takes and the rewards she collect from them.

Credits by Anna Sakharova
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CILIEGIO INTERIOR
“The interior design of an apartment or house should fully express the individual
style of the apartment, house, where every smallest detail of the interior of the
house and each object forms its unique image, combining beauty, functionality,
and cosiness.” – Ciliegio Interior

Ciliegio Interior is an amazing design company with a
portfolio filled with stunning interior design projects where
luxury seems to be the only rule they follow, as the talented
team defends each project is unique in its own way.
According to Ciliego Interior “the interior design of an
apartment or house should fully express the individual style
of the apartment, house, where every smallest detail of the
interior of the house and each object forms its unique image,
combining beauty, functionality, and cosiness”. As one of the
premium Design Studios in Russia, Ciliegio Interior can help
you choose and purchase the optimal interior that will fit into
the overall concept and style of your home or apartment, and
simply delight your eye.
With amazing projects all across the World and with thousands of
relations built within this Industry, Ciliegio Interior has a strong
reputation in the World’s Design Industry, and that’s why their
name is well known all across Russia and even Europe as Top
Deliverers of a Luxury Design and Style, namely in Italy where
Ciliegio Interior enjoys a well deserved fame!

Credits by Dom-A Casa Ricca
Website: https://www.ciliegiointerior.ru/
Address: St. Lomonosovsky Prospect d.29 building 2 119019, Russia
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DOM A CASA RICCA
“If my design intent is understandable even for non-professionals - for people who
will live in this house, or be in it - I am very pleased. Because everything that we do
and create in our bureau, we do primarily for people.” – Maria Silver

From classic to modern, from eclectic to the most outrageous,
the team of Dom-A Casa Ricca composed by the talented
Maria Silver and Sergey Makushev is here to keep up with the
modern times of interior design in the most clever ways while
maintaining the luxury and simple upbringing in their interior
design projects. Providing a guided journey in all ranges of
architecture and interior design, from penthouses to cottages
and hotels, Dom-A are one of the Top Russian Design Studios!
For the Dom-A Casa Ricca, the Entire Design Process is the
favorite part of their job. As they put it, the ”this is an amazing
feeling in my profession - the opportunity to get moral
dividends in the form of pleasure and positive emotions at the
finish point of everything done work”. But in recent years,
Dom-A Casa Ricca has been growing in size, popularity and,
obviously, in design projects. This as been great for this Russian
Design Team, but for Maria Silver the growing of the Studio
has been rough because this implies more work, change, make
important decisions, and spend time structuring. But Silver, as
well as the rest of the Team, feel that these hard times were
beneficial and allowed Dom-A to grow as a Design Studio and
reach a higher level of professionalism and design standard.
When asked what signifies professionally fulfillment in her
eyes, Maria Silver was adminent in telling that she achieves
this when she finishes a project and find a complete sense of
logic, quality and fulfillment of the clients’ needs.
Dom-A’s Team relationship with the client and the audience is
always a dialogue! If the foundation of cooperation becomes
a dialogue, then the project is obtained. But if it is based on a
monologue, for example, by an architect, then its result the
work will become a monument to himself and his ambitions,
and this can applied vice versa because an objectionable
monologue the client does not contribute to the object being
professionally made and harmonious. That’s why dialogue
and mutual understanding is pivotal for this studio’s work.

Credits by: Dom-A Casa Ricca
Website: https://www.dom-a.ru/
Address: 121170 , MOSCOW , ST. DENIS DAVYDOVA, BUILDING 4 , FLOOR 3
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“Different things can inspire unpredictably: sometimes it can depend on the object, at other times
on customer identity, from the locality, from the task. Inspiration can come from anywhere. The
source may be even a gift and a card given to me by my children on my birthday.”
This work methodology is applied to any design project
of the studio that includes private and corporate projects,
but the Dom-A business also includes plans to launch
a new furniture collection that will follow Dom-A’s
leaders’ style!
Through the attendance of professional exhibitions where
they encounter new trends, materials, and technology,
Maria Silver learned that inspiration is an absolutely
spontaneous thing and, especially on her early work with
Dom-A, there wasn’t any specific inspiration driving her
design passion.
For the Dom-A’s team, the whole world of design is
moving towards simplification. The trend is the simplicity
of form and purity of lines, as well as environmental
friendliness materials. In the past, Exclusive Design was
available to a limited number of wealthy people, but now
even factories are very high level and quite expensive,
trying to make their designer items more accessible a wide
range of buyers. That’s why Maria Silver and Dom-A see
the future in more simple, efficient and popular terms,
believing that the age of Luxury Design for a Few may be
over sooner rather than later.
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This simplification, however, won’t be achieved at the
expense of Craftsmanship, quite the opposite according
to Maria Silver. Taking into consideration her past
experiences with Craftsmanship in Italy, particularly
with Arte Veneziana, Silver believes that the future of
design can only be possible if old arts remain active. The
simple luxury designs of Designs can only be achieved
by the Craftsmanship Lessons, but machines will have a
bigger part to play in the relationship between Artisans,
Designers and the Client
Even though homogenization and depersonalization
will be part of the Design Future, Silver believes that
Craftsmanship will play a role in preventing that the
living space will be created for a time period of 1-2 years,
and not for a longer lifespan of interior fashion. In a way,
Craftsmanship can help the Top Design Brands regain
a sort of personality that’s losing force. “My experience
suggests that for every idea and quality design there will
always be a buyer”.
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IRINA AND EVGENY
PATRUSHEV
“The most beautiful thing in our profession is to observe how, over time, the space
we are working on is transformed, takes on a new shape and color, comes to life and
is filled with details. How customers’ moods change, how smiles flourish on their
faces. How quickly and with what joy are they settling in the new space.” – Irina
and Evgeny Patrushev

Irina and Evgeny Patrushev are a couple devoted to the
Design Industry and for some decades now they have been
responsible for some of the most stunning design projects in
Russia. Famous for their Architectural and Design Approach,
Irina and Evgeny Patrushev’s passion for Design and Creative
Inspirations is well printed on their Professional DNA!
The ability to make a large number of projects and achieve a
complete mutual understanding with the customer and the
embodiment of his idea in full from the beginning to the end of
the project is what drives this couple and their design studio.
It wasn’t always easy to work in this industry for this
duo. In the era after Perestroika, there wasn’t a market for
Interior Design Services, but the truth is that the Irina and
Evgeny Patrushev survived those hard times and managed
to become some of the pioneers of this growing industry in
Russia. For Irina and Evgeny Patrushev, the profession of an
interior designer implies constant self-improvement and the
accumulation of knowledge and skills, namely a constant study
of the new trends and styles! They consider it’s impossible to
be completely satisfied with the work they have done because
you can always do something better, because there is no limit
to improvement.
The Patrushev team have a very personal participation and
immersion in the project. They work with the customer
individually, because they believe that is in the process of
communication that the designer should understand his
desires as accurately as possible, reflecting the character,
lifestyle, and style of this person in the interior. The studio is
structured as bureau and, as a rule, a whole team of designers,
architects and visualizers work under the personal supervision
of Irina and Evgeny in any project so they maintain the vision
that the couple got from the clients.

Credits by Irina And Evgeny Patrushev
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“When a person works with a designer, he has a chance to get something really new, not trivial, a
chance to look at his space from another point of view and try something new. Customer confidence
is a guarantee that you will be able to show all your talents and hard work. Without trust, there
will be nothing, it is either there or not. This is the main criterion of our clients”
As a rule, Irina and Evgeny the renowned designers draw
inspiration from nature and the beauty of their native
places and travels in Europe. Is was that inspiration source
of that led to some of their most amazing projects like the
amazing office center they are currently working on.
For the future, Irina and Evgeny envision a world of design
that will be increasingly technological and practical. The
client’s personality is currently more important than
fashion/ trend and they believe that in the near future
this will continue to be a true statement. The rational
use of any resources and healthy minimalism will also

be a clear trend. The world will continue to appreciate
handicraft and individual approach to the customer, art
and new technologies that will help transform space.
“When a person works with a designer, he has a chance
to get something really new, not trivial, a chance to
look at his space from another point of view and try
something new. Customer confidence is a guarantee
that you will be able to show all your talents and hard
work. Without trust, there will be nothing, it is either
there or not. This is the main criterion of our clients”
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IULIIA SHEIPUNAS
“Like Shiva, you are one head, and there are a lot of hands! But I still do the
drawings myself, as I don’t trust anyone in this matter!” – Iuliia Sheipunas

Iuliia Sheipunas is a newcomer Designer to the Moscow
Design Scene, but she’s already making some waves in this
cosmopolitan city that has a strong passion for luxury
design! She recently moved from Krasnoyarsk to Moscow to
jumpstart her Design Career and, so far, she’s been successful
with her simple but elegant design style that’s conquering the
local design lovers.
As she puts it, one of her favourite parts of her career is seeing
the result of her work and understand that this is not the limit.
Even though she appreciates her work she admits that she’s
always dissatisfied with herself, because she strongly believes
that any end result can be improved!
A big proof of Sheipunas talent and career is the fact that
for more than 10 years she has not advertised any of her
projects or design services in any way. She always relied on
recommendations of her customers and for 10 Years, those
top recommendations alone allowed her to build a successful
career that enable her to expand their business to Moscow!
She currently works with a small team that allowed her to
multitask and better optimize her work. Sheipunas believes
that she doesn’t need a huge staff, but a staff is nonetheless
necessary because this greatly increases the resources in the
number of projects that she can conduct in parallel.
Looking forward, Sheipunas will continue to build her
business in Moscow, but she’s also reflecting about the future
and the trends of the following years! She would like to have
time to catch in my right mind when the level of technology
development reaches such heights that will allow to create a
super-helmet that will transfer thoughts from your head right
into sketches and drawings. The Russian interior designer
believes this will be the future of the interior design industry.
Iuliia Sheipunas truly believes that technology will continue
to play an increasing role in the design industry.

Credits by Iuliia Sheipunas
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KATERINA GOODWILL
“Sometimes it seems to me that a 100% satisfied artist is a “dead” artist.” –
Katerina Goodwill

Katerina Goodwill is a top and highly promising Russian
Interior Designer that is conquering a strong space within the
Russian Interior Design Industry with her own Design Studio:
The Goodwill Design Studio.
In an informal setting, the first question that we had for
Katerina Goodwill is the most obvious question of them
all: “What do you love the most about what your work?”.
Without any surprise, Katerina response was emphatic! She
stated that she loves “creating a certain symbiosis of objects,
materials, textures in a single new product that can not be
repeated twice because too many different factors affect its
birth”. This love for creativity and her passion for innovation
is clearly a part of her design trait.
As one of the most promising Russian Designers in today’s
Russian Design Industry, Katerina has a lot of projects on her
design agenda! In fact, she considers that her strong workload
is a strong challenge but one that she loves to have. When
asked about what was her most changeling project, Katerina
recollects the time it was necessary to transform a studio in a
very short time, however with some creative time management
she managed to accomplish the task.
She still as many goals to achieve and those include continuous
professional growth and probably a move to a more warmer
place, but what really is on Katerina’s goal agenda is the desire
to continue to work in “her style, in her terms”. With the
constant desire for self-improving and self-growth, it’s easy to
understand why she says that “after finishing any project or
object, I know for sure what I will do differently in the future
in a different way”. This mind concept works clearly as one of
the most powerful engines of professional growth.
As a Professional Designer, Katerina founds professional
fulfilment in the object proportion of functionality and artistic
component. “It is healthy and beautiful and at the same time
unique and deeply unique”.

Credits by Katerina Goodwill
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Katerina began her professional path as a
teacher in a renowned Russian Institute,
giving her the experience she required for
communicating with various audiences,
a professional trait so much needed in
the Design Industry.
The renowned designer is currently
working on several projects at the same
time and most of them are corporate
or public projects. She considers these
projects as interesting as hospitality
or private projects because they are
special on their own way because you
are required to solve the problems of
business design! She also has some
private interiors in her agenda and it’s
in these projects that she can gain a
more creative view by promoting a more
personal approach and work with a
specific person.
A good project example of Katerina’s
is the stunning private apartment
that we’ve been presenting during this
article and whose concept involved
the combination of different stylistic
features with a noticeable influence
of simple art deco forms. The complex
nature of the project is enhanced by
design techniques based on the invisible
effect. The luxurious interiors are
adorned with clean, straight lines, simple
forms, but expressive design solutions.
The presence of classical elements and
Art Deco motifs help build a story and a
space with the utmost openness!
32

In her studio, Katerina works with a
highly professional team that helps
her create some stunning projects. The
studio has a department of decor with

“THE SUREST WORKING
PRINCIPLE IS WHEN
YOU KNOW ALL THE
STAGES AND NUANCES
OF YOUR PROFESSION
SO MUCH THAT WITH
SIMPLE EXAMPLES
YOU CAN EXPLAIN THE
PURPOSE AND ESSENCE
OF EACH STAGE IN A
VERY STRUCTURED AND
UNDERSTANDABLE WAY”.

professional artists with a classical
academic education that, alongside
Katerina, are able to design multi-scale
projects and perform a variety of tasks
that can respond to all the client’s
needs. All of the professionals that work
with Katerina must obey the unique
characteristic of design creativity,
which is one of the strongest values for
Katerina. She loves to use that creative
passion to help others with fewer
33

means to fulfill their creative vision
and, by doing that, she manages to
provide a top service and fulfill one of
her greatest talents.
When asked about the future of Design,
Katerina believes that Interior Design
will continue to grow and to value
creative personalities! In the future,
Light will continue to grow and to
cement, it’s position as one of the
fundamental parts of Design because
Light can “be the center of attention,
invisible and visible because it creates
an atmosphere and helps to change it”.
However, she strongly believes that the
trend in the design world still is (and it
will be at all times) the “manifestation
of the incredible personality of one
person who creates something around
him that creates a trend that everyone
else simply follows”.
Passione for Light and Lighting Designs,
Katerina selects
L’arte Luce and
everything related to Murano Glass as
her main Craftsmanship Inspirations.
As for the furniture world, the designer
believes that classic carving and painting
are probably the most powerful
craftsmanship arts around and the ones
she values the most in her designs, in
fact, in her projects she uses a lot of
Hand-Made Furniture that is created by
local craftsmen.
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KATERINA LASHMANOVA
“There are no difficulties if you do not think so! This is just a life process of gaining
different experiences.” – Katerina Lashmanova

Meet Katerina Lashmanova, one of Russia’s top interior designers
today! This young and massively talented interior designer
features an amazing professional journey throughout her
years within this industry. With a breathtaking and extremely
luxurious style, she establishes the most incredible interiors,
that are able to impress every interior design aficionado.
Russia is the heart of some of the most incredible interior
designers in the world, that are able to present the most
exquisite projects. In between this Russian talented group,
we can find the talented Katerina Lashmanova. This young
interior designer has proven, time after time, that the concept
of luxury is very well established within every one of her
projects. Her portfolio presents stunning settings that share
the ultimate luxurious and bespoke pieces you’ll ever find.
Interior design is her passion, as you can see through her many
ostentatious projects, and the truth is that she does it due for
her great love to her clients. The interaction she shares with her
clients and potential costumers is what drives her to deliver the
most stunning projects of all time. The thought of making her
costumers’ dreams come true is definitely what she loves about
her work. “Interaction with people, Embody the dreams of my
customers”! With the completion of all her projects, she’s able
to bring to life the dreams and eccentricities of her clients.
Through her professional career, she has certainly has gone
through some ups and downs, but she perfectly states that
“there are no difficulties if you do not think so! This is just
a life process of gaining different experiences”! So, while
concentrating oh bringing her design identity mixed with her
client’s taste, she thinks that there are no obstacles that she
can’t overcome. She faces every stepping stone as just one
of many different experiences, that she’s more than open in
embracing, in order to grow with the experience.

Credits by Katerina Lashmanova
Website http://www.lashmanova.ru/en/
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The perfect design? A design that has no boundaries, a design that unites all people on the planet
and that makes life on earth more beautiful, that takes care of preserving resources and life on earth!
With every project, she gives 100% of her commitment,
which perfectly reflects on every setting she establishes.
The unique interiors the Russian designer creates are
known for their elegance, luxury, and high attention to
detail. Each one is adapted to the personality and taste of
each of her clients and the result is always magical. Her
“goal is always the same, to make the world around you
more beautiful and harmonious”! With that in mind, she
focuses on what makes her feel fulfilled professionally, her
“costumers and admirers of my work”, with whom she
shares an amazing “friendly relationship”. So, she makes
sure to preserve every relationship in a personalized
manner, with a specific type of client. As she specifically
describes, her clients are within a “high middle class and
higher! These are businessmen and officials.”
Being a very influential figure in the Russian interior
design scene, Katerina Lashmanova has taken part in
many interior design projects and has an impressive
portfolio to show for it. Right now, the interior designer
is in the middle of “10 different projects! They are all
different, it gives the opportunity to perform a variety of
fantasies and desires”! Nonetheless, she aims to focus on
settings that feature a unique and stunning look, always
on the bold and luxurious concept. When it comes to the
discussion of trends, she firmly affirms that “there are
many trends everyone can choose what is closer! Having

the ability to make this choice yourself is important! It
is necessary to make a choice in the direction of what
is needed at a specific moment, it depends on many
external conditions, such as volume, budget, time,
personal needs”.
The Russian interior designer believes that the Portuguese
companies are definitely leading the way into the
craftsmanship industry, due to their artistic and heritage
concept. As far as the future goes into the design industry,
she definitely thinks that technology is the only way to
move forward. “I think high technology is, above all, smart
things that can be programmed, change the color, shape,
design. Affordable! Biomorphic forms and ecological
design and materials! A design that has no boundaries, a
design that unites all people on the planet and that makes
life on earth more beautiful, that takes care of preserving
resources and life on earth”!
The interior design world is a much competitive area,
especially with its divide on so many markets, but it’s
obvious that the Russian interior design has won a
major prestigious status, with the contribution of this
young and talented designer. The boldness, uniqueness,
and eccentricity of this designer, is something to look
forward to, thanks to Katerina Lashmanova’s designs.
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LIZA RACHEVSKAYA
“My main goal: to understand the person who entrusted me with his house
and to make him feel good in this house. This is an exciting and creative
process.” – Liza Rachevskaya

Liza Rachevskaya is a Moscow-based interior design studio,
founded in 2010 by an amazing Russian decorator Liza, following
her successful career in advertising, TV and film production.
The first project of a private apartment Liza completed guided
only by personal taste, unerring intuition and inspired by the
artistic heritage of Joan Miro and Wassily Kandinsky. Liza
later graduated from the British School of Design in Moscow
and a number of professional courses, developing all the skills
necessary in the interior design business. Finally, in 2010, Liza
Rachevskaya Interiors came to life.
Today, Liza Rachevskaya Interiors is a team of young and
successful professionals in the fields related to architecture,
interior design, construction and furniture design. The studio
creates private and public interiors of various sizes, focusing on
exclusive residential and commercial interior design projects.
The work of Liza Rachevskaya instantly received recognition
from publications such as AD Magazine, Interior + Design
or Elle Decor. In 2012, the magazine Tatler Russia included
Elizabeth Rachevsky in the list of 15 best Russian decorators.
Liza Rachevskaya Interiors offers high end, timeless projects
with signature bold and at the same time elegant classic
contemporary style. They work on large and small-scale
projects, classic and contemporary, with attention to detail
and love for quality craftsmanship, luxurious materials, art
and imagination. They design, build, renovate and furnish in
response to individual requirements.

Credits by Liza Rachevskaya
Website: http://www.lizarachevskaya.com/
Address: Frunzenskaya Naberezhnaya, 26, Moscow, Rússia, 119146
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MARIA BOROVSKAIA
“See the result of your labors and the smiles of your customers, gradually moving
from an idea and layout to a dream home. Each interior has its own story, its
own characteristics, and in the course of our work we create and make the whole
organism breathe, called a house.” – Maria Borovskaia

Meet Maria Borovskaia, a top Russian interior designer that
has been delivering us the most amazing interior settings
you’ll ever get to admire! Her luxurious interiors are meant
to impress every interior design aficionado, that lives for the
exquisite lifestyle.
The interior design world is filled with talented and expert
designers, that are capable of establishing absolutely incredible
settings. Every designer shares their own design identity, style,
and trend preference, but the result is tremendously amazing.
Maria Borovskaia is the ultimate proof that that is real, within
the circle of the top Russian interior design. Her amazing
projects and the feedback of her clients are definitely the
best part of her everyday work because they “understand the
amount of invested effort on your part”. She also claims that
each project sits on a specific concept and story, and always
presents a different yet exquisite result.
Maria happily states that she loves her job. No, it’s not
correct to say the job. A calling!”. It’s with that mantra, that
the designer is able to overcome all of her obstacles, and it
doesn’t matter which project it could be. “Each of the times
is complicated in its own way and beautiful in its own way.
After all, how to live without difficulties? This is boring”. She
believes that every difficult time is a test to make her better as
a designer! But even with that motto, there are some difficult
phases to overcome. “But seriously, the most difficult period
for me is when I left a large company, where each project was
brought to me on a silver platter and went on a free voyage.
When I created a set of studios, without understanding how
this is done. When I was looking for a team. But this is truly
the most wonderful time because professional meaning is in
the “process” and not at the endpoint of the result”.
The interior designer questions if it’s possible to be satisfied
with every result while being an artist because every artist
is constantly searching for something bigger and better. But
on a more serious and dreamy note, Maria Borovskaia would
like to to do a large-scale modern city. Although she has not
achieved everything she wants in her professional life, she is

Credits by Maria Borovskaia
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completely fulfilled by each customer
that appears as happy and satisfied
as they can possibly be, due to her
incredible interior settings. With that,
her goal is to break through the common
and normal standards and achieve the
most spectacular spaces, that every
interior design lover. And, to achieve
that fulfillment, she maintains a “very
warm relationship with the audience,
but with a share of subordination. I
love to laugh at myself, and generally
have a good sense of humor (I hope),
and occasionally make my readers laugh
with humorous sketches”.
By keeping a close relationship with
her clients, she’s able to pay attention
to them all, and assess their personality
and tastes. The interior designer
shares a specific style of clients, that
are mainly focused on their quick and
lavish lifestyle. “First and foremost, our
customers are amazing people. Basically,
they work a lot and are passionate about
their work. Each individuality, but all
the selection - successful, travel a lot and
work too much. “I myself work seven
days a week, and sincerely get pleasure
from it. I’m not one of those people who
come and complain about life in the
evening”. She also likes to keep up with
every kind of information from clients,
designers, and contractors, in order to
perform her job in the best way possible.
“But I also show my expertise at the
proper level, I am interested in polemics
with all kinds of figures, with clients,
contractors, designers. I like to talk
about the urgent, painful and show all
the building dust that flies into the eyes
of customers (I’m conditional). I am a
certain exposer of myths in the design
field. And I will continue”.
Right now, the interior designer shares a
total of eight projects in development, and

with that, she’s able to travel a lot, where
she finds a great amount of inspiration,
from every place and also her clients.
“And for all my workload, I manage to
travel. This is part of my job. After all, it
is during travels that I take impressions
and ideas, which I then embody in
design. My clients inspire me as well, and

“PEOPLE ARE
MY INSPIRATION.
EVERYONE WHO
SURROUNDS ME
BRINGS A PIECE OF
HIMSELF TO MY LIFE,
AND, ACCORDINGLY,
GIVES ME A REASON
FOR THOUGHT AND
REACTION.”
my ability to read, see and notice every
detail in order to subsequently develop
a very special style for each customer.
She’s also able to create amazing projects
thanks to her team of experts that she’s
happy to teach. “I have a team where I
am the chief architect and designer, and
there are also apprentices whom I teach
and which instill a taste in design. For
visualization, we are responsible for an
individual person, as in any other design
studio. We complete all projects from idea
to implementation and finale ourselves”.

but with gloss elements, where against
the background of a minimalist interior
there are key points around which an
interior is tied that attracts your eye.
Among other things, one of the main
trends is environmental friendliness. But
like any trend, this is an occasion for lies.
Now everyone is obsessed with recyclable
materials, the recycling of materials. It
is fashionable, cool and at the peak of
popularity”. As far as craftsmanship
goes, she’s happy to say that Portuguese
brands such as Boca do Lobo, Luxxu,
Rug’Society, Essential Home, BRABBU,
DelightFull, Maison Valentina, Circu and
many more, are leading the way in the
interior design world.
When discussing the future, the interior
designer firmly believes that it belongs
to the millennials, because they “are
different, they look at life differently, do
not understand many things, they are
restrained and calm, and even children
who have grown up in wealthy families
look at the interior in a new way”. She
also states the technology will play an
even bigger role in our lives, especially
within the interior design industry.
“Houses will be created without human
help, which minimizes human errors
and errors, but absolutely eliminates
individuality, as the Kartel recently
introduced a chair that was completely
created by the intellectual brain (under
the direction of Philip Stark). In my
opinion, in such things, there is no
main thing - the soul. It is difficult to
replace creative professions with a robot,
although everything goes to this”.

When it comes to her opinion on trends,
she believes that minimalism and the
environment are the ones that will prevail
in the interior design world. “People
were tired of sparkles and rhinestones,
people wanted minimalism. But it’s not
standard minimalism in its presentation,
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MMZ BUREAU
“One of MMZ Bureau’s most important and popular signatures that’s present
in most of their projects is their unique ability to play with contrasts!” – MMZ
Bureau Team

Famous for Contract Projects across the Globe, MMZ Bureau
is clearly one of the Leading Design and Architectural Studios
in Russia today! Based in Moscow and led by Chief Architect
Maria Zhukova, this incredible studio predominantly follows
a contemporary modern style that they skillfully use to
highlight the best characteristics of their contract projects!
Their corporate modern projects include luxury restaurants,
popular bars, edgy public spaces, high end shops and beauty
salons all across the Globe, although some of their biggest
works can be found right at their home city of Moscow. A
city whose new stylish waves combines perfectly with this
studio’s ambition and vision!
One of MMZ Bureau’s most important and popular signatures
that’s present in most of their projects is their unique ability to
play with contrasts! Allied with a strong vision for combining
colors and planning spaces for a maximum optimization, this
bureau uses this high capacity to produce contract spaces that
fit any clients need and in a business where logic and creativity
are imperial, these characteristics are undeniably useful.

Credits by MMz Bureau
Website: http://mmzproject.ru/
Address: Trekhprudny Lane 10/2 Moscow, 123001
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NADYA ZOTOVA
“Nadya Zotova is an expert in decorating and master in mixing colours of space.
She has excellent taste, combining its interiors different stylistic directions and
historical periods.” – Nadya Zotova

Enjoy Home, an architectural and interior design studio based
in Moscow, is one of the most recognisable in the Russian
market. Primarily due to the integral and unique history, clear
marketing positioning and constant work on self-improvement.
But most of all it is known thanks to an accurate and original
design style of its founder – Nadya Zotova
Interior designer Nadya Zotova finished the British Higher
School of Design, had her internship at Sotheby’s School in
New York. She is a popular author in various Russian design
magazines and blogs about décor. Nadya Zotova is an expert
in decorating and master in mixing colours of space. She
has excellent taste, combining its interiors different stylistic
directions and historical periods.
Enjoy Home is a team of 12 young design lovers who chose to
work with different directions, combine different motives and
find unconventional and beautiful solutions. Design – is their
passion, a way of life, and therefore each new project brings
new inspirational ideas and concepts.
In a continuous search of the people, places and objects that
inspire, Enjoy Home team organised creative design-trips. This
unique Design Travel project helps Russian designers to find out,
what is important in the design world, where to buy a piece of
art and how to bring into the interior that same dream dresser
from a flea market in Paris. Enjoy Home also managing studio
and carpentry workshop, where they create handmade furniture.

Credits by Nadya Zotova
Website: https://www.enjoyhome.ru/
Address: Moscow, Denisovsky Lane, Building 23, Building 1
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O&A DESIGN
“When you create a project for a person, you must understand his rhythm of
life, what he does and what he really needs. At the same time, in my opinion, the
interior should not be a visible designer. After all, we do not express ourselves in
the profession, we create beautiful space and beautiful things for very specific
people”. - Oleg Koldt

Oleg Klodt and Anna Agapova are, respectively, the Founder and
Creative Director of Oleg Klodt Architecture & Design with offices
in London and Moscow. Even though they are Business Partners
they describe their Work Process in different manners, but with the
same purpose. Koldt is fully involved in the process of creativity
and enjoy both the process and the result equally. On the other
hand, the Creative Director Anna Agapova “experiences catharsis
at the moment when I am already in the finished interior. I am a
tactile person, it is important for me to physically experience the
interior, to enjoy shades, textures, semitones and nuances”
Even though the Oleg Klodt Architecture & Design (O& A) is,
nowadays, a Solid Design Studio in a fast-growing expansion
things weren’t always so brightly, Kold remember that in 2008
during the Economic Crisis that affected the World. During these
year, the number of orders decreased which led to some complicated
times, but despite the harsh times that led to some sacrifices,
Koldt is now very grateful to this crisis because during this period
he realized what he like to do and this made him work harder to
salvage the business. In this tumultuous time, the Studio managed
to implement a project that immediately got on the page of the
leading interior publications and received a number of professional
awards, which gave a qualitative impetus to the development of
this top architectural bureau.
Oleg Klodt Architecture & Design (O& A Design) accomplished in
2018 one main Business Goal when they released the first textile
collection with Holland & Sherry, whose nearly two centuries of
experience in the production of exclusive fabrics have no analogues
in the world market. This first collection, that includes nine
different designs, was devoted to Scotland and tells the story of a
journey through this amazing land. Led by Agapova, this inspiring
project his engaging in the second collection called “Cities”, in
which she will try to convey the feeling of every beloved city
throughout the master of fabrics. Proud of this accomplishment,
Koldt continues to look further and is still searching for new
ways to grow the business. “It is incredibly exciting to solve new
problems, to communicate with different types of customers”,
explained Olek Koldt.That’s why Oleg and his Studio are starting
to grow from private projects to cooperate with developers to do
more commercial projects and even public spaces.

O & A Design Russia
Website: http://olegklodt.com
Address: Nastavnicheskiy lane, 17/1 105120, Moscow, Russia
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But does this continuous change in the

changing constantly. That’s why they didn’t

is closer to the Studio and Koldt, therefore

business structure affects the motivation of

decide to stay in their safe zone in Moscow, but

top names like Hervé Vaan der Sträeten, Eric

the two leaders of this project? Not in the

rather opened an international office in London

Schmitt, Holly Hunt and Jean de Merry Galleries

slightest way. The studio is expanding their

and launched their own collection of furniture,

are at the top of their design preferences.

business, but the motivation is well beyond

lighting, textiles, wallpaper and carpets under

As for their clients time, both Agapova and Koldt

the normal standards and we’re not only

our own brand O & A London. This studio

describe them as educated, intelligent people

talking about individual motivation, but also

regularly publishes their inspiring design

who conscientiously perform their “work of

about a collective motivation: “ Well, creating

projects in leading professional media outlets

the customer”, that is, they try to convey their

an interior is always a co-creation. For example,

and have friendly relations with all publishing

vision as clearly as possible, wishes that can

a musician, painter, sculptor or dancer create
their own works on their own, they are
engaged in pure art. In architecture and design,
everything is different. You can not create in
a creative vacuum, you should always be in
dialogue with the customer.”
Koldt loves to revisit spaces he created so he
can reflect on his work and what the clients

argue, but also hear and find compromises. It is

“OUR BUREAU IS A
HUGE CLOCKWORK,
COHESIVELY WORKING
ON BRINGING THE
PROJECT TO LIFE.”

latter altered in it. This proves that Design is

and breakthroughs happen.
According to Koldt and Agapova, “the people
machine” is a very big part of the studio’s daily
life. The staff of the Moscow and London
offices of Oleg Klodt Architecture & Design has
about 100 people and all of them are involved
in a certain part of any project. That’s why this

an Ever-Changing Industry, so what is created

editors. They also pay great attention to social

studio prouds themselves of presenting a full

today can be changed tomorrow. This could be

networks, because the world has changed and,

cycle for any project because through several

damaging for any designer’s mind, but Koldt

if earlier publications in such magazines as

people they are always involved!

takes the higher road on this position and clearly

Elle Decoration and Architectural Digest were

defends that “a good interior is flexible” and that

the key to getting new customers, now this

As for the newest design trends presented in

is all he need to know to continue to do his work.

is not so. The presence on the pages of these

the industry, Koldt defends since the end of the

This idea is shared by Agapova that admits that

respected media is more fashionable and serves

last century, new styles, like deconstructionism,

for 20 years, O & A have accumulated vast

to maintain the focus of brand.

did not appear in the interiors.Further on,

experience in creating unique items for their
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these dialogues that great ideas are always born

the well-known styles, read in a new way,

own design projects and this experience has

Even though they are two Big Name in the

began to enter into fashion. Agapova is a bit

helped the studio understand what is really

Design Industry, Agapova and Koldt have some

more technical in her trend prediction because

lacking in the market.

top design inspirations. They named their love

although she admits it’s impossible to predict

for the furniture British designer Falkner, but

today what style will become fashionable

This past experience is not a legacy but rather

also for the works of the British master Valeria

tomorrow, it’s easy to assume that high-tech

an opportunity to improve because design is

Nascimento. But overall, American Design

items will become increasingly in demand.
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OKSANA SALBERG
“With a passion for a more Mid-Century vibe, but by never losing touch with a
Contemporary Vibe that’s so in fashion in Moscow right now, Salberg – Vachnadze
includes in all of her amazing designs the best options.” – Oksana Salberg

Oksana Salberg – Vachnadze is an amazing Russian interior
designer and founder of the O2 Design Moscow studio,
one of the most prolific Design Studios of Moscow and the
Russian Federation.
With a passion for a more Mid-Century vibe, but by never
losing touch with a Contemporary Vibe that’s so in fashion in
Moscow right now, Salberg – Vachnadze includes in all of her
amazing designs the best options and pieces and that’s why
e can find luxury pieces from top brand slike DelightFULL or
Jonathan Adler in her stunning projects!
As we stated, Salberg – Vachnadze is indeed one of the most
well-known Russian interior designers! In 2003 she started her
degree in the Stroganov Moscow State University of Industrial
and Applied Arts, which she ended six years later. From that
moment she began her professional career as an interior
designer with a great success.
In 2005, Oksana Salberg – Vachnadze founded her own design
studio in Moscow that we know as O2 Design! Till this day
she has done several high end residential projects in many
cities, like Moscow, St. Petersburg and Nigniy Novgorod!

Credits by Oksana Salberg
Website: http://o2designmoscow.com/
Address: Moscow, business center Danilov Plaza, Novodanilovskaya embankment, 6, bld. 1,
floor 4, office 1
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PHD PHILOSOPHY
OF DESIGN
“The distinctive feature of PH.D – Philosophy of Design – is the masterful work
with colors, tasteful mix of natural materials, textures and scales.” – PH D Team

Within the world of Moscow’s Design Studios and
Architectural Bureaus, PH.D - Philosophy of Design stands
out as one of the most originals and unique ones. Founded in
2003 by Lana Grineva in Moscow,PH.D offers to their clients
services of architecture, interior design, custom made furniture,
landscape design, project management and art consulting. All
in all, PH.D - Philosophy of Design is a full service studio!
The versatil activity of this top Russian bureau can easily be
verified by looking at the wide range of their amazing projects
that include, for instance, country residences and private
gardens, hotels and restaurants, representative offices and event
luxurious interiors of amazing yacht and private aircraft!
With a strong basis in Russia, PH.D - Philosophy of Design also
has amazing design examples across the planet, in fact, we can
see some of the best projects of this bureau on some of the major
capitals of the world. In some of those projects this prolific
bureau worked jointly with some global design stars, namely
Christian Liagre, Enzo Enea, Rémi Tessier or Made Wijaya!
The distinctive feature of PH.D – Philosophy of Design –
is the masterful work with colors, tasteful mix of natural
materials, textures and scales. They follow this amazing design
philosophy to create new harmonies and express original ideas
at any scale possible. And that’s why they enjoy a healthy
reputation worldwide.

Credits by PHd Philosophy of Design
Website: http://ph-d.com/
Address: Strastnoy boulevard , 6/1, Moscow, Russia, 125009
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POLINA PIDTSAN
“Understanding that the interiors are made in this style, not only beautiful but
also comfortable for life, recently comes to many of our customers. We pay special
attention to the planning solution and the color palette of the interior, carefully
thinking over the engineering systems. The result of the work is the interior that
meets the wishes of our customers.” – Polina Pidtsan

Always travelling between Moscow and Saint Petersburg, the
talented and prestigious interior designer, Polina Pidtsan has
been impressing many interior designer aficionados through
her incredible and authentic projects, since 2008. Specialized
in luxurious private interiors, the renowned interior designer
has been creating incredible interior design projects in two of
Russia’s most famous cities.
Everything began with the love she had for the interiors and
architecture from a young age. “After several years of work
as a translator, I realized that I wanted to do what I loved.
Since early childhood, I was fascinated by the architecture
and interiors of the palaces of St. Petersburg, that we often
visited with the family. When I realized that it was interesting
for me to immerse myself in interior design, I graduated from
the International School of Design, followed by an internship
in London and the implementation of a large project”. The
interior designer rediscovered her passion for interior design
during her many years as a translator and decided to pursue
her first love.
In order to go after her professional dream, then she graduated
from the Saint Petersburg Branch of the International Design
School which is a member of IIDA – International Interior
Design Association. After that, she did her internship in the
KLC Design School in London, and easily became one of
the few Russian architects and designers to be watched in
competition. So, through her professional background, you
can see that the interior designer entered in this artistic world
to offer an exquisite view of several settings, especially if they
share her “passion for an elegant and rigorous Art Deco Style”.
The interior designer makes sure to improve her designing
skills by extending her eye on the latest trends and observing
the exhibitors and seminars at Design and Art international
fairs. While keeping in check the hottest trends, her
customers are grasped by Polina’s “passion for elegant and
rigorous Art Deco style”.

Credits by Polina Pidtsan
Website: http://www.polinapidtsan.ru/
Address: Kazarmenny Lane 8, Office 3 Moscow, Russia
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The designer discusses her creative
process when she’s relating to her
clients, in order to understand their
vision and taste. “Understanding that
the interiors are made in this style, not
only beautiful but also comfortable
for life, recently comes to many of our
customers. We pay special attention
to the planning solution and the color
palette of the interior, carefully thinking
over the engineering systems. The result
of the work is the interior that meets the
wishes of our customers”. Through this
process, her intention is to meet their
needs, while implementing her design
identity throughout.
Polina Pidtsan’s interior design projects
share a concept that is complex and
simple at the same time, due to its focus
on comfort, functionality and a high
style, that is a modern version of the
classic style. With this modern meets
classical setting, there’s a not so subtle
hint of style, elegance, and sophistication.
“ I do projects in these styles with special
pleasure and enthusiasm. They are both
fairly versatile, which allows them to
be combined with each other, and with
modern styles. You will often find classic
and timeless combinations of forms
and materials in my projects”. This
definition perfectly sits on the Art Deco
Style and American Classics, which are
the designer’s personal favorite
As you see through her incredible projects,
her interiors share a concept of bright,
mixed colors, textures and details that are
extremely cautious, and thought to the
inch. “For American-style and Art Deco
interiors, we try to use furniture from
American and English representatives to
maintain the spirit of the interior. Over
the years of our work, we have created
a database of suppliers, of which we are

sure. Here there are items created by my
personal design, for example, a canteen
in the dining room, shelves in the living
room, a bar, a console. Doors have a
bright accent in this interior: they are
tall and made of mahogany, triple glass,
and brass”. For her specific projects,
Polina has been creating a well-built
contact list, with every connection that
she requires to embellish every setting.

IN ORDER TO ESTABLISH
THIS SPECIFIC STYLE,
THERE ARE MANY
TECHNIQUES THAT A
PERSON NEEDS SUCH
AS A “SELECTION OF
FURNITURE FROM GOOD
DARK WOOD, EXPENSIVE
AND HIGH-QUALITY
TEXTILES, GLOSSY,
MIRROR AND GLASS
SURFACES AND
ACCESSORIES MADE OF
BRASS AND BRONZE.
Every artist/designer is rewarded, and
Polina Pidtsan was highly recognized by
her peers for her outstanding work. “The
work was difficult, but the result was
worth it. The work on the bar in the living
room was also interesting, when I designed
it, together with the customers, we looked
for an Art Deco Style for the front doors,
so gilded figures appeared that decorated
the object and made it an ornament to
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the whole living room. The result of
our work was highly appreciated by the
judges of the international competition
and the project became the winner of the
prestigious European Property Awards in
London”. Thanks to her bespoke interiors
and Art Deco inspirations, the Russian
interior designer has been rewarded with
several prizes and honorable mentions.
Polina Pidtsan’s main goal is to create
comfort and sophisticated environments,
by displaying the most incredible
and luxurious settings. “For me, it’s
important that people feel comfortable
living in their home. Therefore, I always
ask clients in detail about how they
spend their day, what they like to do
on weekends and where their children
like to play. This is how it is possible to
understand how it is better to arrange
the sources of illumination, where the
story is multimedia devices and what
size tables to offer to customers”. She
also rejoices on her “love for geometric
forms and natural wood” which is
something that she loves to use when
establishing and Art Deco Style settings.
Polina’s latest project sits on an incredible
“apartment with an area of 200

meters
has a rounded shape on the front side,
this moment imposed certain decisions
on the design. We selected such a
drawing of the parquet so that it would
level out uneven forms of the premises.
They decided to make the front area of
the living and dining room with access
to the terrace. From the master bedroom
area, you can get through the wardrobe
to the master bathroom. The layout has
become convenient for the family as a
result of clear planning zones”. Through
this new statement, you’re able to see
that new exciting things are coming into
Polina Pidtsan’s professional journey!
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SVETLANA POZDNYAKOVA
“When your ideas are realized, when a project from a picture becomes a reality
- it is always a little magic. Especially for a client who does not often see the
technical side of work.” – Svetlana Pozdnyakova

Based in Moscow, Svetlana Pozdnyakova is a well known name
within the Russian Design Industry. With years of experience,
Pozdnyakova uses confidence in all of her projects that she
tackles with the same emotions and sentiments: “A feeling of
emptiness of space - at the beginning of work - and a feeling of
fullness and life - at the end.”
As an architect and as a Designer, Pozdnyakova doesn’t
feel boundaries in her career. Thanks to her experience, she
can create different design and architecture projects, like the
design of a huge premium class business center, a pavilion for a
city park, or a restaurant, was well as the soulful interiors for a
country house or a luxury apartment, no matter the size of the
space. Pozdnyakova’s main goal is to expand the geography of
my activities, to conduct projects not only in different cities of
Russia, but also abroad.
Pozdnyakova usually publishes her work in famous interior
publications and on specialized sites for designers, but thanks
to personal communication, many of her clients have long
since become good friends that share and recommend her
work. Latelly, Pozdnyakova has been working on some top
and exquisite private residences, but she’s also working on
some corporate and hospitality projects in Russia.
One of her latest projects is a Premium Business Center located
in Russia. The very own Svetlana Pozdnyakova reveals the
concept and inspiration behind this massive project relied on
the building’s history since it was built in the 1860s. “The only
guide to how the client imagines this building is a photograph
of an old office facility located in Chicago. Initially, I began
to work with it, found out the epoch of this building and the
features of the architectural style of that period. I recreated the
image of the architecture of that era, but without fanaticism.
Rather, due to the style of the Chicago skyscrapers of the
1860s, I wanted to give the building a brutal masculine look.
At the same time, this is a modern object, in which modern
engineering systems are laid, and along with traditional and
even man-made materials (for example, stained glass), modern
ones are used. On the first presentation floor, real stained

Credits by Svetlana Pozdnyakova
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“A project should not be boring, it should contain an interesting shape, texture, accents. Art objects and
art objects were also appreciated in the interior. This makes me happy!”
glass windows made using Tiffany technique were used,
and cheap film films were used on the upper floors.” In
other words, the customer’s main goal for this project
was to construct a high-class office building that exude
respectability and compare favorably with the urban
development context surrounding it.
Pozdnyakova believes the present is a blessed time for
designers, since the current interior design trends offer an
unlimited choice of solutions.The emotional component
has become important in the interior, when furniture
becomes not just furniture, but also a source of emotions
and aesthetic impressions.
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Pozdnyakova wants to continue to build her career and
perseu more massive projects alongside her team of well
experience designers. When asked about the future of
design, she reflects that the history of design develops in a
spiral, then rushes into the future, then returns to the old
and traditional. Therefore she believes that a new wave of
futurism is waiting, but she see futurism combined with
classics and this it will be unusual and interesting.

MO S COW

TATYANA MYRONOVA
“Tatyana Myronova is known for creating interiors that are passionate and
exotic with the selection of equally exotic furniture and accessories.” – Tatyana
Myronova Team

Famous for her exquisite luxury interiors in the very powerful
American Neoclassical style, Tatyana Myronova reflects
that design on each project, mixing it with a reflection of
the outstanding personality of the space’s owner. With an
extensive portfolio of exquisite design projects, Myronova
continues to be an inspiration and a sounding name in the
world of Russian interior design.
Has one of the Top Designers of Moscow and one of the Leading
Female Interior Designers of Russia, Tatyana Myronova is
known for creating interiors that are passionate and exotic
with the selection of equally exotic furniture and accessories
of amazing luxury brands like Boca do Lobo, Koket, A Modern
Grand Tour, Eichholtz orVersace.
In her projects we can see that she focus on giving her clients
a luxury interior composed of statement pieces from all across
the globe which emulates their respective passions. With an
incredible touch for coordinating luxury elements and a clear
passion for exuberant designs, Tatyana Myronova is what
you can call an “expert and inspirational designer” that can
transform your dream home into a reality.

All photos by Dmitry Livshits / Courtesy of Tatyana Myronova
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VADIM MALTSEV
“I’m a perfectionist so I can never be fully satisfied. For example, I’m always
worried before presentation of new project to my clients and this feeling keeps
until the final day. I put so much attention to details like a doctor while surgery.
And only after when it’s done I can breathe freely. But I’m always satisfied with
the good job and smile on customer’s face.” – Vadim Maltsev

For Vadim Maltsev, his life is his job. Even though he still
values his personal time, Maltsev considered important to
include your job in your life and that’s why he spends most of
his free time looking for new experiences and inspiration that
he need to take a fresh look to his designs.
Besides being a top Interior Designer, Maltsev is also a talented
Product Designer. He works with noble materials and his
passionate about creating projects and objects from them. Mos
times, the renowned designer creates some special pieces for
his customers that highlight their characters and the project.
This unique touch is part of what makes Maltsev so popular
and special, but also his complete focus on details that help
his clients to feel the quality through the way of the art and
unique design.
In today’s Russian Design Industry, Vadim Maltsev is a name
to be reckon with, but he recollects that this wasn’t always
the case: “The most challenging time of my career happened
when I decided to open my own studio. It was a time of high
risks and all responsibility belonged to me. In our country not
everyone would open the studio because its complicated – our
legislation doesn’t cover that field. I think I’m still fighting
for ability to show the unique design instead of mainstream
and cheap fakes. In our country for a long time there was a
Soviet Russian Design which means that everyone had the
same style, and even the same chairs and tables made on one
manufacture. It was called standart. But nowadays everything
has changed but people’s mind still live in that epoch.”
That’s why one of Maltsev first Goals in the Design Industry
was to revive Russian design and show it all over the world
because it has a significant history. While analysing today’s
Russia, Maltsev reflects that Russia has a lot of young designers
who can be competitive to western colleagues but they need
help with legislative system which they don’t have in Russia
and this is one of his battles. Aside from create beautiful
places to make people live with happiness in theirs homes, the
renowned Russian designer is also pushing for better and more
efficient laws within the Russian Design Industry.

Credits by Vadim Maltsev
Website: https://maltsevdesign.com/
Address: ul. Letnikovskaya 5 Moscow
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“The trend of the future is a timeless interior filled with collectibles.A minimalist and simple space should
be functional along with the overall design”
As a self named perfectionist, Vadim Maltsev supervises
all of his projects and pieces from scratch. His studio
has a well educated team in Design and he usually
delegates projects to his staff, but he reiterated that all
the projects that come in must be followed by him so
he can be assure that is touch, style and name is well
defended in the final result.
Maltsev expects that in a near future the Design Industry
will require a kind of virtuality, mobility, modernity
and functionalism that only machines can provide.
Eco-friendly technologies will come to new levels
and they would be affordable for everyone. He hopes
that pretty soon every house will have a eco-friendly
technology that also follows the minimalist trend!
If we are talking about living space, the Russian designer
defends that high ceilings and natural light will continue to
grow as a top trend, as well as personalization and a more
valuable individual approach. If a person is mobile, emotional,

the interior should be the same, afterall, the variety of visual
images from all over the world is reflected in the interior
design. “You should never let trends suppress individuality.”
However, despite the advances of Technology, Maltsev
considers important not to forget about the value of
Craftsmanship.In some of his furniture pieces, he uses
ancient techniques that he believes value the piece. the
renowned designer recalls his partnership with Lison De
Caunes, a French professional in the marquetry world
that collaborated with Maltsev in a creation of stunning
and unique wood piece for his furniture collection.
For Vadim Maltsev, a handmade item always has the right
energy and gives the space a fullness and a certain spirit.
“When you enter a flea market, antique shop, you always
feel the mystery. So the same is here. The object which has
created by hand is extraordinary, masterful, unique.” The
interior has life and atmosphere, and Maltsev believe in it.
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MO S COW

VICTORIA VLASOVA

“I really enjoy to see the transformation of the space, to
realize the difference between the before and after.“

“Regarding Inspiration, I think it comes naturally from daily life and the details
around us. It’s also very important to rest and relax, otherwise, we can lose the
source of this simple inspiration.” – Victoria Vlasova

Victoria Vlasova, a talented and passionate interior designer
from Moscow is the owner of Victoria Vlasova Interiors. The
studio has many years of experience and proudly decorates
the most extraordinary spaces. They develop interiors of
extravagant lofts and apartments with complex geometry,
country houses, cottages and townhouses.
Knowing historical styles and the latest trends, Victoria Vlasova
Interiors finds the balance between comfort and elegance, while
remaining true to each client’s identity. Vlasova’s projects have a
unique story. In her portfolio, she explains the main inspiration
of each one and talks about the results. Vlasova’s main goal in
any project is to create a beautiful and serene space for any
client. She always aims to maintain the balance between the
calm, creative energy and the proposed functional details. All
in all her projects are always unique and funcitional.
When asked about her most unusual project, Vlasova responded:
“I think the exhibition spaces and trade-shows are the most
unusual ones, in living spaces I can’t have the same projection
of my wild ideas.“ Regarding her inspirations, Vlasova says “I
think it comes naturally from daily life and the details around
us. It’s also very important to rest and relax, otherwise, we can
lose the source of this simple inspiration.”
When asked if she had a chance to create an interior for a
celebrity/historical character, who would it be and why, this
prestigious designer responded that she “would love to create
an interior design for a beautiful diva like Monica Belucci,
preferably somewhere in one of the Italian islands.“
When asked for her opinion regarding which trends in the
interior design world are waiting for us in the next 5 years,
Vlasova was clear in stating that she believes funcion will surpass
style! Saying “I think one of the most important aspects will be
the functionality of the interior items. Also, the production cost
optimisation and the 3D printing will have an impact in the
future.” Finally when asked to comment about her favourite
interior design styles,Vlasova explored her two deepest design
passion: the Neoclassic and the Contemporary Classic style.

Credits by Victoria Vlasova
Website: http://victoriavlasova.ru/
Address: корп. 4, Prospekt Marshala Zhukova, 78, Moscow, Rússia, 123103
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A LL THE CONTACTS ON THIS BOOK
Alexandra Fedorova
Website: http://www.fedorova.ru/
Address: 119121, Moscow, Prechistenskaya embankment,
building 15, building 2

O & A Design Russia
Website: http://olegklodt.com
Address: Nastavnicheskiy lane, 17/1 105120, Moscow, Russia
Oksana Salberg
Website: http://o2designmoscow.com/
Address: Moscow, business center Danilov Plaza, Novodanilovskaya embankment, 6, bld. 1, floor 4, office 1

Ciliegio Interior
Website: https://www.ciliegiointerior.ru/
Address: St. Lomonosovsky Prospect d.29 building 2 119019,
Russia

PHd Philosophy of Design
Website: http://ph-d.com/
Address: Strastnoy boulevard , 6/1, Moscow, Russia, 125009

Dom-A Casa Ricca
Website: https://www.dom-a.ru/
Address: 121170 , MOSCOW , ST. DENIS DAVYDOVA,
BUILDING 4 , FLOOR 3

Polina Pidstan
Website: http://www.polinapidtsan.ru/
Address: Moscow, Kazarmenny lane, 3, office 3

Katerina Lashmanova
Website http://www.lashmanova.ru/en/

Vadim Maltsev
Website: https://maltsevdesign.com/
Address: ul. Letnikovskaya 5 Moscow

Liza Rachevskaya
Website: http://www.lizarachevskaya.com/
Address: Frunzenskaya Naberezhnaya, 26, Moscow, Rússia,
119146

Victoria Vlasova
Website: http://victoriavlasova.ru/
Address: корп. 4, Prospekt Marshala Zhukova, 78, Moscow,
Rússia, 123103

MMz Bureau
Website: http://mmzproject.ru/
Address: Trekhprudny Lane 10/2 Moscow, 123001
Nadya Zotova
Website: https://www.enjoyhome.ru/
Address: Moscow, Denisovsky Lane, Building 23, Building 1
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